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This is a difficult report to write as it is likely to be my last for the society for at least the foreseeable 

future. Within is a brief account of the work that the grading committee has undertaken this season. 

This season has been a challenging and personally exhausting one the reasons for which I will come 

to later in the report but I write to inform the society that this has been my last in the role of chair of 

grading. 

I began the season by taking over an established but relatively newly reformed system which has 

been delivering the kind of improvements which the society and wider game in Warwickshire needs 

in its methods of performance reviewing. A huge amount of credit for this must go to Trefor Jones, 

Dave Drabwell, Dermot Collins and Peter Tolan who consistently had the bravery over 2 seasons to 

make the changes that made grading about performances and recognising that in order to judge that 

the committee must have sufficient good quality information to work with. In my former role of 

training officer I led the shift towards the longer report forms and worked to provide some of the 

training that our MOs had sadly not had access to for a number of years. This was needed to make 

the changes happen. 

Working with that group of match observers has been an interesting ride, speaking as a man in my 

twenties, talking to guys who we’re first involved in the game in Warwickshire a lifetime before I was 

born in an authoritative position was daunting to say the least. I took the approach of acknowledging 

what that huge bank of knowledge & experience brings and tried to offer my differing experiences, 

from being involved in the game nationally, in a mutually respectful way. I hope I achieved this and 

really want to thank all of the match observer team for their too often unheralded work and for 

basically, putting up with me! 

Six grading meetings were held throughout the year with a 7th (end of season review) also planned 

to happen before the dissolution of this season’s committee. An additional leading appointments 

meeting was also held in March which, when added to an average meeting time of 3.5 hours, meant 

that a total of 23 hours of face to face discussion regarding referees’ performances took place this 

season. A sizable and highly significant contribution to the society for all members of the committee 

to make – I’m sure you’ll agree. 

A total of over 450 match observer reports, coach-mentor summary reports and DVDs were 

reviewed, which gave the society a huge unprecedented amount of information for the committee 

to form its judgements against a grading policy which was also reviewed and amended as required 

this season. The toll that independently reviewing literally days of DVD footage & analysing all the 

reports received, places on members who hold down other roles within the refereeing and/or wider 

rugby community as well as holding down full time jobs, cannot be underestimated, and we have 

tried hard this season to make this process and time commitment clear to all members outside of 

the committee.  

To that end an excellent presentation and Q&A session was held at the January open meeting led by 

Dermot – a rock in the society’s management system whose loss leaves a huge void to fill – anyone 

who’s worked with Dermot will know the huge contribution he brings with his professional approach 

to performance analysis and assessing competence. The talk was well received and highlighted to us 

all at grading the on-going issues around the appointments system which we as a grading team have 
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worked hard with Smithy & his team to try to resolve. The most amazing thing to me was hearing 

the sizable number who believed that the grading system was a kind of one man band led by the 

chairman – I hope that myth has now been well & truly debunked! 

In terms of promotion statistics a total of 23 promotions were made and a further 22 positive of 

rebandings; a system which when implemented properly ensures those referees who perform well, 

demonstrating satisfactory fitness and competency receive better games giving us the ability to test 

if an individual is ready for the next step. 

I know that a number of members will be disappointed that they did not achieve their goals this 

season. Believe me, I understand as I am one of these. My personal refereeing career was effectively 

ended by the RFU’s decision not to appoint me to the national panel following a total of 19 national 

league games, 8 premiership academy league games, 7 county championship & 8 other level 3 or 4 

games in a variety of competitions and settings over the past 3 years (including my 8 month 

sabbatical away from the game to focus on my medical school finals). Balancing life and refereeing 

has been incredibly tough for this season juggling a job which has had me working 1 in 2 weekends & 

a high percentage of nights in A&E & paediatrics, performing the duties detailed above as part of the 

grading process and doing the necessary preparation & review that is expected of a semi-

professional referee. Although as I’m sure you can appreciate I’m gutted and feeling fairly 

despondent with refereeing in general at present I am happy to have some spare time back to spend 

with my beleaguered fiancée – who has had to accept being second fiddle to rugby for too long. 

I wish whoever steps up to take on the role the very best of luck and hope that they continue to 

push the progress made over a the past few years that has made us one of the most widely 

respected societies in the country, renowned for quality performances at all levels of the game – to 

quote one member: “what I like about Warwickshire is that if I get promoted it means something – 

I’ve earnt it!” 

Whilst I do plan on taking a clear step away from the refereeing community I would like to think that 

the friends I’ve made over my 7 years of refereeing (5 in Warwickshire) will remain friends for life 

and perhaps one day when the climate is more enjoyable to referee in I will be back. I wish you all 

the very best in your refereeing careers and hope everyone performs well and progresses onwards & 

upwards but more importantly whatever you do enjoy it! 


